Session 1: “This Means War” (Read: Revelation 12:7-12)
There is a storyline behind Angels, Satan, and Demons that makes sense of everything. Do you understand when, how, and why they were created? Where they came from? Etc? Questions:

Session 2: “All About Angels” (Read: Hebrews 1)
Angels are not like chubby babies, hot chicks, or fat dudes. Angels are brilliant, warrior-like spiritual beings who serve, protect, worship, minister, deliver, fight, and destroy. Questions:

Session 3-4: “The Identity of Satan” (Read: Genesis 3)
Satan is not the red cartoon character with the pointy tail and pitch fork. Satan is the Anti-Christ who wants to murder people with his powerful lies, deceptions, and temptations. Questions:

Session 5: “Demons & the Demonic” (Matt 12:22-32)
Demons are fallen angels who followed Satan rather than Jesus. They are evil tempters who hate Jesus and His followers. Don’t play with demonic stuff. Jesus is infinitely more powerful than demons, and He empowers His church over demons through the gospel. Questions: